Job Posting:

Date: 4/08/15

Job Title:
Producer

Job Description/Responsibility:
K95.5 is seeking a show producer for #1 ranked morning show in Tulsa. Operating board and directing the flow of a busy show with local hosts. This position will also carry an on-air midday shift. Miscellaneous duties include off-air production, web updates, participation/attendance at station functions and meetings, etc.

Qualifications:
- Two years commercial broadcasting experience preferred.
- dependable, reliable, team player able to follow and execute existing format procedures.
- Multi-tasking abilities a must.
- Attention to detail paramount.
- Production proficiency required; knowledge of Cool Edit Pro production software.
- Must have extremely good technical skills and manual dexterity to operate broadcast equipment efficiently.
- Organization and pleasant, helpful disposition a must.
- Must show strong initiative to generate show and stunting ideas.
- Excellent “people skills” and solid personal presentation a must to build community relationships with business and government leaders and at local events.
- Reliable transportation a must.
- Previous use/knowledge of digital delivery systems preferred.

COX RADIO, INC. – TULSA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

APPLY AT: